
Ober-haus Real Estate 
 
Rich Experience 
 
At Ober-haus, we aim to provide you with efficient yet friendly property services. Our 
reputation reflects our willingness to commit ourselves fully to helping you realise your 
investment dreams. Staff at Ober-haus will offer genuinely friendly advice based on their 
extensive local knowledge and experience in your area of interest. Having the right 
approach is just one aspect of our fully comprehensive developer services. Our portfolio 
demonstrates our unique ability to fulfil developers’ visions and match the right 
opportunity to specific needs. Browse through some examples of the high quality we 
strive to achieve in development projects that have been completed under our 
supervision. 



Ober-haus Real Estate 
 
Reliable Partner 
 
Covering Poland, Ukraine and the Baltic States, Ober-haus works hard to help you realise 
your investment visions. We are the largest real estate agency in the region, which lends 
us the well-founded reputation of being extremely knowledgeable and experienced when 
it comes to property services. Since our inception in 1994, we have grown significantly, 
now spanning the region with our 30 plus offices, which employ over 300 real estate 
experts. 
 
At Ober-haus Real Estate, we understand that quality experiences come from quality 
services. To this end, we only employ the most highly qualified and experienced real 
estate professionals in the area, who will make it their priority to ensure you are fully 
satisfied with every step of the process. 
 
We know that property matters. We believe in forging strong, reliable and trusting 
relationships with our clients, leaving nothing to chance and aiming high to get you the 
best possible results. 



Ober-haus Real Estate 
 
Complete Offer 
 
At Ober-haus, we aim to make our property services as comprehensive yet simple as 
possible for developers. We cover every aspect of the sale process, from start to finish, 
ensuring a smooth and high quality transaction. Your satisfaction is our goal and we will 
work to achieve that goal at each of the following three stages: 
 
Pre-Sale 
 
Preparation is key here in order to effectively market the property and realise your 
investment vision. Ober-haus will conduct market analysis and consult the development 
architects to home in on the particular needs of potential clients and present your 
investment as the most impressive and suitable option. We will organise the marketing 
plan for your investment, from initial concept to the final sales process management, 
cooperating with highly skilled copywriters and graphic designers to effectively 
communicate your desired message to potential clients. 
 
Sale 
 
The sale process itself will be made as efficient as possible by organising the sales office 
on the investment site. The marketing and media plans will be realised and the focus will 
shift towards closing the sale with clients by assisting in mortgage finance, arranging 
appointments to sign the reservation and preliminary agreements followed by the notarial 
contract. Ober-haus will also provide client supervision in order to conform to your 
specific payment requirements. 
 
Post-Sale 
 
Once the payment process and agreements have been completed, Ober-haus will finalise 
the sale process by assigning properties to owners. We will also provide a client 
complaint registration service and continue to inform you of the state of your investment 
regarding any warranty covered repairs that may be required. 


